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From GRANDProto300 to GRAND
Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection (GRAND)
Radio detection of neutrino induced earth-skimming extensive air showers
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Extensive air shower
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Radio emission

GRAND concept:
- 200,000 antennas over 200,000 km2 = 20 sub-arrays of 10,000 km2
- in radio quiet mountainous regions around the world (half in China)
- autonomous radio detection of inclined air-showers in 50-200 MHz band

Staged approach to GRAND needed !
GRAND White Paper, GRAND coll. arXiv:1810.09994v1
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From GRANDProto300 to GRAND
This talk
TREND +

See GRAND: science and design @13:45 in NU10 Wednesday 31
by Olivier Martineau-Huynh!
GRAND White Paper, GRAND coll. arXiv:1810.09994v1
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From GRANDProto300 to GRAND
Staged approach to GRAND -> first step is GRANDProto300:
The 300 antennas prototype of GRAND (only for CRs)

GP300 main goal: validate GRAND detection principle
- standalone radio detection (for very inclined EAS)
- background rejection, eﬃciency…
- event reconstruction
GP300 = testbench:
- diﬀerent design (ARA/ARIANNA station,
phased array, antenna design)
- new trigger methods (ML) and data transfer
protocols

Instrument for science:
- physics of cosmic rays
- astrophysical phenomena

GP300 will be both a engineering array and a standalone experiment!
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Site and deployment
Site selection between August 2017 and March 2019
Requirements for autonomous radio detection :
- stationary noise power at 50-200MHz < 2x Galactic and thermal ground emission
- rate of transient events (above a threshold of 6x noise level) below 1kHz

-> 6 among 9 sites comply

-> radio-quiet sites

Selected site:
Lenghu QingHai province at the rim of the Tibetan plateau at a 3000m a.s.l

Preliminary
Deployment between 2020 and 2021 of about 300 detection units over 200km2
at the center of a radio-protected area of 2500km2
-> long term measurements deployed this summer !
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Setup: antenna units
designed by D. Charrier
and inspired from CODALEMA

HorizonAntenna

active bow-tie

design
frequency band = 50-200MHz
-> optimized for very inclined
trajectories (ground diffraction -> λ/h)

-> optimized SNR
V. A. Balagopal et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 78 2 (2018)

h=5m

-> clear distinction of Cherenkov cone

-> deployment easier for small
antenna and more robust

designer

response simulated in NEC4:
flat response ->
azimuth and frequency

3 polarisation
measurements: x, y, z
design motivated from Cherenkov cone identification and SNR studies
A. Escudie, EPJ Web Conf. 210 05003 (2019)
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Setup: front end electronics
DDR Memory

FPGA/CPU
GPS

ADC

Radboud U.
Nijmegen

Filter board

Filtering: 30-230MHz with a diﬀerence in group delay limited to 10ns -> optimised bandwidth
ADC: 14-bit (AD9694) -> 500MSPS (2W of consumption)

-> above event rate

FPGA:
Zync FPGA (hardcore CPU - Xilinx XCZU5CG):
- remove narrow band sources
- fast trigger logic
- real time FFT

-> background rejection
-> signal identification
-> monitoring and radio-astronomy
timestamps 10ns precision added to triggered ADC -> combine data from diﬀerent antennas
total consumption below 4W for signal identification

Communication: WiFi Ubiquity airMAX-AC system with BULLET-AC
-> cheap and reliable technology
device at the antenna side (max 8W -> ≈3W on average)
Power supply: 100W solar panel -> 100% duty cycle
Detection units designed for autonomous radio-detection and eﬃciency!
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Setup: trigger strategy and data throughput
Extrapolation from
previous experiment

Data throughput
design

Trigger strategy
T0
if one antenna channel > 5 σ

-> TREND 95% of rejection
astro-ph/1810.03070
Astropart. Phys 110 (2019), 15

-> TREND direct
extrapolations 10mHz

T1
if pulse shape analysis is positive

design for
1kHz rate

at
DAQ
level
4kB/s

-> time stamps (4-Bytes) sent to DAQ
T2
if DAQ find 5 coincident T1 among the array

designed for
10Hz rate

65kB/s
at most

-> 3μs-long time traces sent to DAQ

++ FFT sums over 4096 samples in 100-200MHz every 10ms

over 300 antennas
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Setup: communication systems
465kB/s at most

1 district = 37.5 MB/s
at most
x 75
through 75 BULLET-AC

through 1 BULLET-AC device

Ubiquity airMAX-AC
(WiFi)
1 district

ROCKET
-> 60% of its capacity

5 ROCKETs for the whole array
at
DAQ room

Preliminary
Lenghu at 90km

Ubiquity AirFiber
@2Gbps

ethernet
GP300 is designed for a 100% detection eﬃciency in the worst estimations!
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Altitude (m)

Simulation:
- ZHAires (sybil2.0)
- antenna response based on the
HorizonAntenna
- numerical filtering 50-200MHz -> no noise!

Northing (m)

Simulation set:
- Initial 5e6 proton events trajectories
- all azimuth and zenith [45;89.9]°
- energies from 10 and 1000PeV

peak-peak Amplitude (μV)

Performances: exposure

Easting (m)

Differential EventRate [day-1 PeV-1 ]

Trigger conditions: transient peak-peak amplitude > 75μV (5σ) for 5 antennas
Canonical Array
102
M. Tueros
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Low energies stats
-> infill

High energies stats
-> 200 km2 area

1

10-1
30

Assuming TALE flux

Preliminary
102

R. U. Abbasi et al., Astrophys.
J. 865 74 (2018)

2×102Energy [PeV]
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Science case: astroparticles
For inclined cosmic ray air shower only muons reach the ground
-> independent measurements of the shower
component (muons and EM) with an hybrid array

E. Zas, New J. Phys. 7 130 (2005)

E. M. Holt et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 79 371 (2019)

Cosmic ray physics:
- muon content enhancement in UHE shower
- hadronic processes.
A. Aab et al. (Pierre Auger), Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 24 (2016)
D. d’Enterria, EPJ Web Conf. 210 02005 (2019)

UHE gamma ray shower with zenith >65° have
dominant EM component fully absorb by
atmosphere before reaching the ground
-> particle detector as veto to discriminate UHE gamma rays from cosmic rays
If no gamma rays detected among a sample of 104 shower in 2 years
-> fraction of UHE gamma rays 0.03% at 95%CL instead of 0.1% currently.

M. Niechciol (Pierre Auger), ICRC2017 PoS 517 301 (2018)

Galactic and extragalactic transition expected between 1017 and 1018 eV
-> precise measurements of energy,
composition and arrivals directions
with large statistics
B. R. Dawson et al., PTEP 2017 12 (2017)
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Frequency (MHz)

250

Dispersion Measure DM (pc.cm-3)

nals coherently. If the FRB is detected by more than one
GRAND sub-array, we could use the di↵erence in their detection times to estimate the position of the FRB.
With potentially orders of magnitude more FRBs detected than the currently available sample, GRAND could
discover di↵erent categories of FRB-like events, with
unique, repeating, chaotic, or regular signatures, nearby
or at cosmological distances. The large statistics will help
to answer key questions, including what is the space density of FRBs in the local Universe, how their radio spectra
evolve at low frequencies, whether the spectra at low frequencies are as dispersed as at high frequencies, whether
there is a low-frequency cut-o↵ in the spectrum, and how
common FRB repeaters are.
So far, verified FRBs have been observed between
580 MHz and ⇠2 GHz [184]. GRAND could test whether
the FRB spectrum extends down to 50–200 MHz, complementing the search by CHIME, which operates between
400–800 MHz [189, 190]. Below, we estimate the sensitivity to FRBs in GRAND. In our simulations, following
Ref. [191], in order to limit the data transfer rate to . 2
MB s 1 we consider a dynamic spectrum domain of 100–
200 MHz ⇥ 300 s with a resolution of 25 kHz ⇥ 10 ms.
We have simulated a wide variety of FRBs, taking into
account Galactic noise, the dispersion measure of the signal
during propagation, and its scattering o↵ electrons along
the line of sight. Since electrons are inhomogeneously distributed, they a↵ect di↵erently the arrival time of di↵erent
parts of the pulse front. We have not considered radiofrequency interference (RFI), since it should be mitigated
before detection.
Figure 11 shows a representative simulated FRB spectrum based on values measured for a real FRB [185] with
de-dispersed DM = 500 pc cm 3 . Using the full array
of 200 000 antennas — i.e., GRAND200k, made up of
10 000-antenna sub-arrays (see Section V D) — in singlepolarization mode and resolution of 10 ms ⇥ 25 kHz in
the 100–200 MHz band, we could detect a flat spectrum of
30 Jy at ⇠10 . High detection significance is possible for
values of DM of up to 1000 pc cm 3 .
We take the daily all-sky event rate to be N (f, S) =
N0 (f0 , S0 )S 3/2 f ↵ , at a frequency f for a sensitivity S,
where ↵ is the FRB spectral index. The dependence S 3/2
is compatible with a cosmological origin and with FRB as
standard candles [192]. Though the expression we adopt
for N (f, S) is speculative and simplified, it is enough to
make estimates. Using Parkes Observatory data, Ref. [193]
derived N0 (f0 = 1.4 GHz, S0 = 1 Jy) = 3000 day 1 . For
S = 30 Jy, and f = 300 MHz, we obtain N = 100 day 1
for a flat spectrum (↵ = 0) and N = 460 day 1 for ↵ =
1. These are attractive numbers, compared to the tens of
FRBs detected in total so far.
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Science case: radio-astronomy
2.0
2.5

200

1.5

1.0
Transient radio astronomy: transient
radio signal can bet detected
using incoherent FFT sums
150
- SNR sqrt(N_ant) not as good100as a phased array GRANDJy 0.5White Paper, GRAND coll. arXiv:1810.09994v1
- But GP300 large array makes it competitive
0
50
100 150 200 250 300
Time (sec)
antenna
- whole sky monitoring as FoV of array = FoV
SNR after dedispersion (max=46)
- 100% duty cycle

/
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FIG. 11. Top:
SimulatedBurst
FRB with a detection
flat spectrum of 100 Jy, inFast
Radio
trinsic duration of 5 ms, and dispersion measure of 500 pc cm ,
3

D. after
R. Lorimer
et al.,
Science
318 5851and
(2007)
being dispersed
and scattered
by propagation
detected

Giant Radio Pulses detection
T. Eftekhari et al., Astrophys. J. 829 2 (2016)

with a resolution of 10 ms and 25 kHz. The dominant Galactic background noise is not shown. The dispersive drift starts at
time t = 23 s in our simulation. Bottom: Result of a blind search
for FRBs using GRAND. For each trial DM value, the dynamic
spectrum is de-dispersed and integrated in frequency, and the
resulting intensity profile is normalized by its standard deviation
after subtracting its mean, i.e., it is displayed as a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The SNR is small except near t = 23 s, where it
increases to reach a maximum value of ⇠46 at 500 pc cm 3 .

21-cm line from the Epoch of Reionization can be measured at 10-200MHz
as features in the CMB temperature.
Recent measurements has found a 500mK-deep absorption feature at 78MHz.
J. D. Bowman et al., Nature 555 67 (2018)
Not in agreement with theoretical models
Thus, a large number of FRBs should be detectable in

GP300 might achieve 1mK with
30 atantennas
at 80MHz
-> if precise absolute calibration done
GRAND
intensity levels comparable
to the prototypical
Lorimer burst [183]. The largest uncertainty is whether the
FRB spectrum extends to low frequencies and with what
shape. In the best-case scenario, FRBs could be detected
at a rate of a few thousand per day.

FIG. 12. Top: Simulated giant radio pulse (GP) with intrinsi
3
, afte
being dispersed and scattered by propagation and detected with
a resolution of 20 ms and 50 kHz. The pulse is superimposed

Trending radio astronomy almost forduration
free!of 1 ms, and dispersion measure of 57 pc cm
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Conclusion
GRANDProto300 will be deployed in the next two years
It will be the first array designed for autonomous radio detection
built on feedback from previous experiments in the field

Challenges are not underestimated!
Experimental and physical challenges oﬀer the opportunity to develop new techniques
that will be tested on field.

When working, GP300 will oﬀer a unique opportunity to study astroparticle physics and
astrophysical phenomena

Everybody is welcome to join!
+ post-doc position @Nanjin (contact: xywang@nju.edu.cn)!
http://grand.cnrs.fr/

GRAND-ALL-L@IN2P3.FR
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